
MAAMI HOME
Marble with design

For centuries, Portuguese stone craftsmen have shaped the country’s cultural 
heritage, transforming this ancient skill into an art. At MAAMI HOME everyone 
is passionate about the flexibility and minimalism of marble stone, giving it 
multiple combinations tailored to meet the individual needs of each customer.
At MAAMI, the elegance of marble is combined with functional design, allowing 
the creation of unique environments oriented to the sophistication of any 
environment. Combining technology with the mastery of craftsmen, MAAMI 
HOME creates exclusive pieces that combine comfort, functionality and art. 

REAL SABOARIA
The exclusivity of fragrances!

While producing soaps, shampoos and candles, Real Saboaria seeks inspiration 
for their fragrances in nature, combining different aromas, colors and textures 
to create a product that allows a sensory and unique experience. Each product 
is designed for the customer and intends to contribute to a sustainable 
environment. Each collection aims to tell a story and makes it possible to feel 
the scent of Portugal!
The concern about maintenance of its essence, natural resources and 
biodiversity conservation, responsible plantation management and carefully 
selected ingredients, has led it to invest in certification (RSPO and ISO 
22716:2007), as well as to become a member of 1% for the Planet.

REVIGRÉS
Customised and exclusive solutions

The flexibility to offer solutions adapted to the specificities of each project 
and to the customers needs is the main focus of Revigrés activity and one of 
its strategic pillars.
It offers a wide range of ceramic wall and floor tiles, which are used both indoors 
and outdoors, in public or residential areas, as well as in high-traffic areas.
Its tailor-made offer, developed to fulfill its vision, fills the world with stories, 
inspiration and art. Combining design with innovation, its products are 
present in more than 50 countries and stand out in such exclusive works as 
the Basílica de la Sagrada Família, in Barcelona; Harrods, in England (with the 
Cromática Collection); and underground stations in Madrid and Lisbon.

ROC2C
The passion for the Portuguese pavement

ROC2C offers solutions for consultancy, supply and application of Portuguese 
pavement, developing “turnkey” projects, with high levels of demand and 
customisation, through the art of its highly experienced pavers.
Innovating in the way of working with stone, ROC2C values and spreads the 
tradition of Portuguese pavement, from extraction to execution.
Working with end customers and such renowned architects as Álvaro Siza 
Vieira and Eduardo Souto Moura in tailor-made creations, ROC2C is present in 
such spaces as “#House #1.130”, “The Lake Spa Resort”, “Convento de Santa 
Maria de los Reyes”, “Bom Sucesso - Design Resort, Leisure & Golf” and “Three 
on Abbott”.
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